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Have you always admired females with flowing hair? In Great Dreads, Lonnice Brittenum Bonner,
the writer of the classic Good Hair, shares her secrets and personal stories about dreadlocks— Do
you long for a wash-and-go style?from cultivating buds to keeping those locks looking their finest!t
sure how to start, or for those who’Ideal for women who would like dreadlocks but aren’ve already
started and want to know the perfect ways to keep hair healthy, Nice Dreads can help you grow
your have lovely locks. The author (who sports locks herself) understands firsthand the problems of
caring for this hairstyle; From finding your way through the haircut to everyday maintenance,
Lonnice Brittenum Bonner tells you exactly what to anticipate, while photographs illustrate each
stage of development and showcase mature dreads in all their glory. those intimidated by a drastic
cut or shy about showing off the stages of early growth will find personal encouragement from a
person who knows exactly how they feel—and how great they’ll appear! Learn how to conquer your
reservations and put on your look with pride.
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This book helped me to take better care of my locs and helped move the locking ... I bought this
book when We was along the way of locking my hair and luckily I did so! because all the stories
and all the information I received from others was therefore false! And, I read the reserve about
seven instances. I expected a lot more out of this and was disappointed. This book helped me to
take better treatment of my locs and helped move the locking procedure along much easier. Skip it
I actually enjoyed the authors other books on natural haircare. WHEN I read this reserve and
incorporated a few of the issues in it." Probably Ms..e. very useful.. Too many of us as so hung up
on length over wellness. The writer quicky and skillfully engages her target audience and uses
personal anecdotes to illustrate essential hare care points. The book is small so it doesn't cover all
of the means of starting dreads for example, however, I found it complete, easy to follow, and a
down-to-earth honest read about locking one's hair. The best loc care book out there While i sm still
looking for the comprehensive authority on loc care and creation, this book is as close since it gets.
I wish there have been more help for all those of us readers with mature more wats to care for our
hepar depend find on the coiliness of it's texture. and how tos on hair-styling but to day this is THE
BEST. Useful Info if you're considering locking your hair. I purchased as a gift for my sister who
provides natural hair but considering locs , but ended up keeping it for myself. I just read if for the
third time!!! Nice Dreads: Hair Treatment Basics and Motivation for Colored Girls This was the very
best book that I ever read on natural hiar. I've read alot of books of diversity, but this sister knows
her work. I loved this reserve the first time around and just had to have i in my arsenal. I'm a Dark
man who have done extensive research on Black Customs and Lifestyle. And, I have never ever
been captivated by a book just how I was with this publication. I cannot placed into words what I
felt, but I can say that woman should be ordained as the QUEEN of organic hair. She along with
her book may be the best. I needed more detail on whole locing process.! Worthless book, doesn't
provide instruction to look after or . however, I learned something new. I took the book to Jamaica,
and everybody that I showed it to LOVED IT. Personally i think that it should be distributed in the
latin American countries along with other parts of the world. Please tell the author that I am her PR
persons lately(smile). Her writing design and explanation is so exquisite until one cannot put the
publication away. She must write more along with make public appearances. I began locking my
locks three years ago and I purchased this publication because I had not been pleased with just
how my hair was looking through the first six months. loc case reserve out there. A Queen like her
must be acknowledged and identified on her behalf great contribution to the training of Black
Women and men on the customs and lifestyle of their very own heritage. This reserve helped me
get through a few of the "doubtful levels i went thru when I was questioning what I had gotten
myself into. There have been many useful topics that helped me with the changeover. Now 3 years
later, it is the greatest decision I've made for my hair. Not the advice I wanted. Too Short, But Sweet
Lonnice Brittenum Bonner writes useful books in natural hair treatment, and her style is informative
and concise. The problem is that her books are as well concise for me. Definately not expecting a
treatise on dreadlocks, I only wanted a thorough guide for treatment and styling of "wonderful
dreads." I found her edicts seeking for elaboration, and her statements (i.it finally started locking. not
what I wanted at all for my son Second time purchasing I owned a copy of the book previously
and We loved it. Awesome advice and good head to info..coal tar is a suspected carcinogen)
begging for attribution (which company suspects the coal-tar risk? Worthless book, doesn't provide
instruction to look after or start dreads.Nitpicking aside, "Nice Dreads" delivers precisely what its
subtitle promises: "Hair Care and attention Basics and Motivation...." If you are considering locks in
your hair journey, after that there is absolutely no other publication as engaging, humorous, and full
of useful tips as "Good Dreads.. Brittenum Bonner offers earned her to be concise. She already has



a faithful following of natural-hair divas and hopefuls. Count me as you. A Complete and Down-to-
Earth Must Read for Locking Hair I am contemplating dreads but knew nothing of the procedure.
This book gives a start to finish explanation from how to begin dreads, to how exactly to look after
them, some products to use on your hair, how exactly to repair harm to your dreads, and hair
coloring concerns. The reserve provides overall motivation for all those thinking about beginning the
procedure and gives good advice for those that curently have dreads. (The publication was highly
recommended by anyone who has acquired her dreads for 13 years). I really like the actual fact
that she carefully tells all to slice the perm off. And, each time I browse it; I don't possess my locs
any more but I still possess this book for when I begin the process again..)... mostly a book on why
black ladies should go organic and embrace their roots. Five Stars This book may be the first one I
purchased and helped me in deciding to begin my Locs. I experienced a friend starting her loc
journey and I gave it away.. ".. Love the book, extremely good for beginners and all those that need
a simple straight to the point way on how to maintain your locs. I've made her my mentor, because
I identified with h er.w, and grainy.. I was thinking about a potential from a professional stylist. If you
are considering locking your hair, this would be a useful tool to have readily available before you
bite the bullet. I browse the book within an interval of three hours. Why certain methods were
chosen, what worked and what didn't. No brand-new info, was disappointed I was underwhelmed
Two Stars Love this book all you will need to know Can find info on Google. Too many bloggers,
and unlicensed individuals are generating books that are generated from opinions rather than actual
science, product elements, and expectations. Actually, I had began locking my hair about 4 to 5
months before i bought this reserve and my hair simply would not lock. Her first publication helped
me along in my own decision to go organic in the first place. This book however isn't worth
purchasing. Bonner talks a whole lot about her own experience with locking in very general terms
but there is normally nothing in this publication that you couldn't find out in greater detail from just
watching a couple of Youtube videos. For example, she discusses how she began her locks (with
permed ends) via a locktician but there are no photos at all of her locking procedure. The photos
that are in the reserve are small, b& It was just what I remembered, a treasure! She glosses over
the various locking methods with no real details and carries a few very brief essays from women
with very similar locs.! If you absolutely MUST read this, get it used or from the library. Otherwise,
this is a waste of cash. Two Stars BORING!. Mediocre Book This book is not actually useful in case
you are trying to develop locs. The views the writer makes are immature and annoying. I halted
reading. It was very annoying. Simple and straight to the point...... Little did I understand that after
slicing my locs off I'd be considering locing again 5 years later.
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